The Rayovac SE3DLN lantern has many features and is designed for home and
rugged environments.
For battery insertion: Grasp the base of the lantern. The half-inch black
rubberized lid seals the battery compartment base, allowing it to be waterresistant. Give this lid a counter-clockwise twist.
Inside the compartment you will see three white labels aligned to each battery
section. The labels are drawn in the shape of a battery and indicate which
direction to insert the battery using a positive sign (+) and negative sign. The
three batteries should be inserted with two positive sides down and one positive
up.
To replace the bottom lid, align the red and white arrow labels. These should
draw your attention to the plastic molding designed to lock the contact plate into
place. Push down with some force to close the lid and give it a clockwise twist to
finish locking the lid into place.
The lantern features 4 light modes. The first button push delivers the high mode.
A quick second push switches the mode to low. Another push will turn the lantern
off. Holding the button down for about 10 seconds will activate a strobe feature.
Above the button green a tiny LED light blinks every five seconds when the
lantern is off so you can locate it at night or during power outages. It is designed
not to be a drain on the battery and does not switch off.
The lantern comes with two hanging features. The handle can be used to hang
the lantern as is wherever you need it.
A hook at the base allows the lantern to be hung upside down. Grasp the lantern
by the green base and by the clear top and giving it a counter-clockwise twist will
allow you to remove the top of the lantern for a full 360 degree hanging light.
The SE3DLN's 4-watt LED bulbs are powered by three D batteries (not included)
for up to 40 hours of continuous use on high mode and up to 90 hours on energysaver mode. We hope you enjoy this product and thank you for choosing
Rayovac!

